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Answers and information

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
ANIMAL FARM FOUNDATION

We believe that all dogs are individuals
and every dog deserves a chance to shine.

Frequently Asked Questions about
Animal Farm Foundation

Frequently Asked Questions about
Labels and Language
Frequently Asked Questions about
“Pit Bull” dogs from Shelters and
Rescues

Frequently Asked Questions about
“Pit Bulls” dogs: Myth Busting Edition
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Frequently Asked Questions about
“Pit Bull” dogs from Families and
Adopters
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The mission of Animal Farm Foundation is to secure
equal treatment and opportunity for “pit bull” dogs.
In order to best fulfill our mission, we always welcome
questions. Gathered here is a collection of answers to
your most commonly asked questions about “pit bull”
dogs. We encourage you to visit our website for more
in-depth information, research, and studies that will
further answer your questions.
For more information, please visit our website:
www.animalfarmfoundation.org
or contact us at:
Email: info@animalfarmfoundation.org
Phone: (845) 868-7559

Q U E S T I O N S

CONTENTS

FAQS ABOUT AFF

that bans or restricts ownership and by animal shelters
with discriminatory adoption policies. The dogs labeled
“pit bulls” are the dogs that are most in need of our help.
We look forward to the day when all “pit bull” dogs have
secured equal treatment and our work is no longer
needed.
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WHY DO YOU PUT “PIT BULL” IN QUOTES?
Through our work we have come to understand that the
phrase “pit bull” means something different to everyone.
Animal welfare workers don’t agree on how to define
“pit bull”. Law enforcement officers don’t agree. Even
dog owners don’t agree on exactly what a pit bull is!
Additionally, there is no standard legal definition for
“pit bull”. The use of the label “pit bull” is arbitrary,
subjective and often randomly applied.
When labels are applied, correctly or not, they can carry
serious consequences. No dog should be discriminated
against because of a label. When a person calls a dog a
“pit bull”, that dog is now saddled with a label that might
get him killed in a shelter that does not adopt out
“pit bulls” or kicked out of an area with BSL. While we
don’t have any interest in arguing about what is or isn’t
a “pit bull”, we are interested in protecting all dogs
labeled “pit bull” from discrimination.
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(continued on next page)

FOUNDATION

WHY DO YOU WORK SPECIFICALLY WITH PIT BULLS?
Animal Farm Foundation’s (AFF) mission focuses on dogs
that are labeled “pit bulls” because they are the dogs
most likely to be discriminated against. Dogs labeled “pit
bulls” are discriminated against by municipal legislation

Our work supports any dog experiencing discrimination
based on the label “pit bull” — that is our number one
goal here at AFF. It doesn’t matter to us if your dog is
pure bred or not, but it does matter to us if you and
your dog are discriminated against because of what
your dog is called. AFF is fighting discrimination for any
dog labeled “pit bull.”
DOES YOUR WORK SUPPORT PURE BRED DOGS, AS
WELL AS “PIT BULLS”?
Yes. Any dog who has been labeled a “pit bull”, whether
pure bred or mixed, might be discriminated against.
Our work supports any dog experiencing discrimination
based on the label “pit bull.”
WHAT IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH NATIONAL
CANINE RESEARCH COUNCIL (NCRC)?
National Canine Research Council (NCRC) is a
subsidiary of Animal Farm Foundation. NCRC’s
mission benefits all dogs by working to preserve
the human-canine bond.
WHY DID AFF ACQUIRE NCRC?
While doing our advocacy work on behalf of “pit bull”
dogs, we realized there was a real deficit in fact-based,
scientific research that promoted the value of the
human-canine bond. We knew from history that the
cycle of discrimination that is currently plaguing “pit
bull” dogs had plagued other groups of dogs and unless
we did something to end that cycle, more dogs would
be discriminated against in the future.
Karen Delise, the Founder and Director of Research
for the National Canine Research Council had already
been researching instances of when the human-canine
bond was broken. We approached Karen about expanding the mission of NCRC to include preserving
the human-canine bond and she agreed. Karen Delise
remains the Founder and Director of Research for the
National Canine Research Council.

DOES YOUR RELATIONSHIP INFLUENCE THEIR
RESEARCH?
It is the other way around. The independent research
of NCRC is relevant to all kinds of dogs and dog
owners and is therefore often helpful with the mission
of Animal Farm Foundation.
I CAN’T KEEP MY DOG, CAN YOU TAKE HIM?
No. We do not take owner surrendered dogs. All of
our dogs are transferred to us from shelters, rescues
or law enforcement.

FAQS ABOUT LABELS AND LANGUAGE

Additionally, there is no standard legal definition for
“pit bull”. So the use of the label “pit bull” is arbitrary,
subjective and often randomly applied.
When labels are applied, correctly or not, they can carry
serious consequences. No dog should be discriminated
against because of a label. When a person calls a dog
a “pit bull”, that dog is now saddled with a label that
might get him killed in a shelter that does not adopt
out “pit bulls” or kicked out of an area with BSL. While
we don’t have any interest in arguing about what is or
isn’t a “pit bull”, we are interested in protecting all dogs
labeled “pit bull” from discrimination.
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Our work supports any dog experiencing discrimination
based on the label “pit bull” — that is our number one
goal here at Animal Farm Foundation (AFF). It doesn’t
matter to us if your dog is pure bred or not, but it does
matter to us if you and your dog are discriminated
against because of what your dog is called. AFF is fighting
discrimination for any dog labeled “pit bull.”
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Isn’t pit bull a nickname for the American Pit Bull
Terrier (APBT)?
When we first started, Pit Bull was only used as the
nickname for American Pit Bull Terrier (APBT), but our
experience tells us that that has changed over the years.
Some APBT fanciers still use it as a nickname. However,
(continued on next page)

L A N G U A G E

Why do you put “pit bull” in quotes?
Through our work we have come to understand that the
phrase “pit bull” means something different to everyone.
Animal welfare workers don’t agree on how to define
“pit bull”. Law enforcement officers don’t agree. Even
dog owners don’t agree on exactly what a pit bull is!

any dog that has a big head or muscular body (but even
that is subjective!). While all of our jobs would be far
easier if “pit bull” still meant a genetically coherent pure
breed of dog, we have to acknowledge that it no longer
does.
Does that mean there is no such thing as dog breeds
or breed traits?
No way! Of course there are pure breeds of dogs bred
from coherent and closed gene pools. Many pure bred
dogs will possess traits typical of their pedigree. But,
since “pit bull” is not a breed of dog recognized by any
kennel clubs and there is no agreed upon definition for
what a “pit bull” is, it is impossible to apply breed traits
to this genetically incoherent group of dogs.

What’s the big deal about labels anyway?
A label will stick with a dog for the rest of its life. A
label can mean discrimination, losing its home, or even
death. Labels are a problem for the dogs when we, as
the shelter staff (the local experts on animals), allow
adopters, politicians, and community members to think
that the label we assigned can predict who that dog is
or will be.

FOR SHELTERS AND RESCUES:
How should we label the dogs in our shelter that we
think look like pit bulls?
The only thing we recommend is being honest. If all
you have is a visual inspection and no pedigree, then
you’re guessing at a dog’s breed or breed mix when you
choose to label them as “pit bulls”. Be careful not to
make behavior predictions based on this guess and
don’t imply that a label accurately indicates anything
about a dog’s suitability for adoption or what kind of
home he needs.
Didn’t AFF used to recommend certain labels, such
as “pit bull type dog”? Is there a reason you no
longer recommend a certain label?
Despite our best efforts, we’ve found that because of
the diversity of the dogs, there just isn’t a single label
that accurately describes pure bred and mixed breed
dogs (other than “dog”, of course!).

We have discovered that whenever we use words like
“type” or “bullies”, we are implying that all dogs called
“pit bulls” can be lumped into a somewhat coherent
group. They cannot be. We cannot have a pit bull
We don’t even use the word terrier to describe our
dogs at Animal Farm Foundation unless we have seen a
particular dog display behaviors typical of breeds
of dogs found in the terrier group. “Terrier” implies an
expectation of behavior and we don’t want to set up
the dog or the adopter for failed expectations.
(continued on next page)

It certainly makes things difficult, to not have an
accurate label for the dogs! We used to think that we
needed to get better at breed labeling dogs, but then
Dr. Voith’s research showed us that we cannot get
better at it. And Dr. Marder and Janis Bradley taught
us that there is behavior variability within each breed,
and even more among breed mixes, so that we cannot
possibly predict a dog’s behavior based on breed alone.
Each dog is an individual.
Rather than focusing on breed labeling, we’re focused
on educating people about the problems labels cause
for dogs when they’re used to predict behavior and the
consequences a label can have for a dog.
But Petfinder makes us label the dogs in our shelter,
even when we’re not sure of the breeds. What
should we do?
Petfinder.com and most shelter software will require
you to guess at the breed of dog, so you don’t have
much choice there. But you can choose to tell your
adopters that the breed label is just a guess. We don’t
label the dogs on our website. And on Petfinder, where
we do have to choose a breed label, we put this on

all of our posts: “Visual breed identification in dogs is
unreliable so for most of the dogs we are only guessing at
predominant breed or breed mix.We get to know each dog
as an individual and will do our best to describe each of our
dogs based on personality, not by breed label.” Please feel
free to use these words on your listings too!
Should we DNA test the dogs in our shelter, to be
sure?
No, we do not recommend that shelters give their dogs
DNA tests to determine its breed or breed mix. Dog
behavior is a complex mix of nature and nurture and
knowing a dog’s DNA is only one piece of the puzzle.
It’s just another tool in the toolbox. Shelters are in
the business of adopting out companion animals and
the only way to know if a dog is going to be a good
companion is to get to know that individual dog.
Shelters are better off spending their time and money
getting to know the dogs in their care.
What if we have a dog with papers and we are sure
of its breed?
If you have papers to prove your dogs is a pure bred
dog, by all means – call them by their breed name!

This poster is available as a free 8.5" x 11” download : http://www.animalfarmfoundation.org/pages/Posters

FAQS FROM SHELTERS
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IT SEEMS LIKE DOG FIGHTING IS A BIG PROBLEM IN
OUR COMMUNITY. WHAT CAN WE DO?
Dog fighting is illegal in every state. If you suspect that
there is dog fighting in your community, please contact
your local law enforcement agencies to alert them to
your concerns. If local law enforcement is not currently
enforcing laws regarding dog fighting, consider scheduling
a meeting to discuss the issue. Present them with
statements documenting the signs of animal fighting you
have witnessed in the community.
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OUR PIT BULLS AREN’T GETTING ADOPTED AS
FREQUENTLY AS WE’D LIKE. WHAT CAN WE DO TO
INCREASE ADOPTIONS?
Try taking your “pit bull” dogs to community events
for some extra exposure, running adoption specials,
implementing positive marketing through videos, blogs,
and other media outlets. For more specific ideas, check
out our Best Practices for Marketing.
OUR PIT BULLS STAY HERE FOR A LONG TIME. WHAT
CAN WE DO TO HELP THEM STAY HEALTHY?
First, take a look at why “pit bull” dogs are at your shelter
for extended lengths of time. Is there something you can
(continued on next page)

R E S O U R C E S

DO WE NEED SPECIAL APPLICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS TO KEEP THE DOGS SAFE?
No. Blanket policies and restrictions placed on your “pit
bull” dogs will actually make it more difficult for you to
place them in adoptive homes. Having separate policies
that only apply to your “pit bull” dogs will send a message
to your adopters that “pit bull” dog are different than
other dogs. Instead of adding breed specific policies, take
a look at our Adoption Best Practices and Policies for
some ideas.

do to help them get out the door and into homes
faster, such as eliminating restrictive adoption policies
or increasing positive marketing within and outside of
your shelter? All dogs will benefit from an enrichment
program that supports their senses and keeps them
active physically and mentally. Take a look at our Best
Practices for Enrichment for ideas.
HOW CAN WE SUPPORT OUR DOGS THROUGH
INEXPENSIVE ENRICHMENT TOOLS?
Please see our Training and Enrichment section for
ideas.
WE’D LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT DOG PLAYGROUPS. HOW DO THEY BENEFIT THE DOGS AND
HOW DO WE START?
Please visit our website for our playgroups resources.
OUR ADOPTERS HAVE A LOT OF CONCERNS ABOUT
ADOPTING PIT BULLS. HOW CAN WE HELP THEM
UNDERSTAND PIT BULLS ARE GOOD DOGS?
Introduce your adopters to your most outgoing, well
behaved “pit bull” dogs by using them as greeters in
your lobby, inviting them to watch playgroups, and to
meet them at community events and adoption fairs.
Avoid special policies or restrictions that make your
“pit bull” dogs seem different than your other shelter
dogs. Check out our Multimedia Page for posters and
other tools you can use to promote pit bulls in your
shelter.
OUR DOGS LOOK LIKE PIT BULLS. HOW DO WE
KNOW IF THEY’RE MIXED BREEDS?
If you have no documentation of a dog’s pedigree, then
the breed identification, based on how a mixed breed
dog looks, is simply a guess.You may label the dogs any
way you see fit, as long as you are aware that it is
impossible to accurately predict behavior based on a
label. See our FAQs about Labels for more.

WE WANT TO CALL OUR PIT BULLS “MIXED BREED”
OR “AMERICAN SHELTER DOGS”, BUT THE SHELTER
SOFTWARE DOESN’T GIVE US THAT OPTION. HOW
SHOULD WE LABEL THE DOGS?
You may be forced to pick a primary breed in shelter
software, but you can make other notes on their
profiles that explain that this is just a guess. We use
this language on Petfinder. Feel free to copy and use
it!: The petfinder.com system requires that we choose a
predominant breed or breed mix for our dogs.Visual breed
identification in dogs is unreliable so for most of the dogs
we are only guessing at predominant breed or breed mix.
We get to know each dog as an individual and will do our
best to describe each of our dogs based on personality, not
by breed label.

FAQS “PIT BULL” DOGS:
THE MYTH BUSTING EDITION

DO PIT BULLS HAVE A HIGHER TOLERANCE FOR PAIN
THAN OTHER DOGS?
No. This is a myth. There is nothing unique about the
neurological system of a “pit bull” dog. All dogs, regardless
of breed label, experience pain. How each dog
responds to that pain will vary but the response cannot
be predicted by breed.
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ARE PIT BULLS MORE LIKELY TO CAUSE SERIOUS
ATTACKS THAN OTHER BREEDS?
No. An American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA)
exhaustive review of dog bite studies conducted in
North America and elsewhere has concluded that
separate regulation of “pit bull” dogs is not a basis for
dog bite prevention. These authors conclude that “Serious bites occur due to a range of factors.”
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IF SO MANY OTHER DOGS ARE INVOLVED IN DOG BITES,
HOW COME WE ONLY HEAR ABOUT PIT BULLS?
Sensationalized reporting equals big ratings for the
media. Publishing and broadcasting stories about dog
bites that are perceived to involve “pit bulls” – even if
the dogs are not correctly identified – result in ratings.
The fact is that with more than 78 million dogs in this
country, many of them “pit bull” dogs, dog bites are at
historic lows and we’ve never been safer.
For more information on dogs bites, please visit the
National Canine Research Council:
http://www.nationalcanineresearchcouncil.com
(continued on next page)

R E S O U R C E S

PIT BULLS DON’T HAVE LOCKING JAWS, BUT THEY DO
BITE DIFFERENTLY, RIGHT?
No. This is a myth. There is nothing anatomically unique
about the jaws of “pit bull” dogs.

IF PIT BULLS ARE SUCH GOOD DOGS, WHY ARE THEY
FILLING UP THE SHELTERS?
There are many reasons shelters might see high
numbers of “pit bull” dogs. For example, local breed
specific policies may be making it difficult for families
to keep their dogs. This is a particularly difficult issue
for renters in some areas, where landlords aren’t
welcoming to large dogs or certain breeds. However,
this is not a reflection on the “pit bull” dogs themselves. “Pit bull” dogs are also filling up many homes as
family pets. In recent years multiple surveys by
Vetstreet and Banfield Pet Hospital report that "pit
bulls are one of the most popular dogs in the country”!
WEREN’T PIT BULLS BRED TO FIGHT DOGS?
Historically, some American Pit Bull Terriers (APBTs)
were bred for that purpose, but they were also bred
to be family dogs and farm help. To look at the APBT
through the narrow scope of dog fighting is to miss out
on their long and positive history in our country as
cherished companions.
Further, when we consider the history of “pit bull”
dogs we need to look at the history of dogs in general.
If we use “historically bred for” as an indicator of future
behavior, for any kind of dog, we are showing an
unsophisticated understanding of dog breeding, dog
genetics and dog behavior. Breeding, conditioning,
and training a dog for a specific purpose, no matter
what that task may be, is a complex process.
It gets more confusing when we discuss “historically
bred for” in regard to “pit bull” dogs because it misleads us into thinking that this is rel- evant to a group
of dogs as diverse as the dogs called “pit bull” today,
that have no agreed upon pedigree or even phenotype.
Many dogs that are labeled as “pit bulls” are actually
mixed breed dogs of unknown pedigree or other pure
We cannot assume to know how a dog will behave

based on guesses at their ancestry. Nor can we know
what specific role or task (if any) a breed’s genetic
make-up might have been purposely bred for or if that
gene will present itself in a individual dog’s behavior.
Rather than relying on “historically bred for” to make
determinations about an individual dog, look at the dog
in front of you.
ARE PIT BULLS BRED TO FIGHT DIFFERENTLY?
There is no behavior that is unique to one breed or
type of dog. There is no valid scientific evidence that
one breed or type of dog is uniquely capable of inflicting
serious injury to humans or other animals.
WHAT’S THE DEAL WITH “BAIT DOGS”?
“Bait dog” is a term that is used to label dogs that have
been used in dog fighting. Sadly, bait dogs do exist,
but they are not commonly found in shelters. Law
enforcement professionals have taught us that bait
dogs are very rarely found alive in their investigations.
However, an unusually large number of dogs are being
labeled as “bait dogs” based on nothing more than
speculation about the dog’s past.

FAQS ABOUT “PIT BULL” DOGS FROM
POTENTIAL ADOPTERS & DOG OWNERS

Things to ask yourself before searching for your new
dog are: Is my cat accustomed to dogs? Does my cat
prefer to snuggle up to a dog or prefer to be left alone?
Does my cat have a tendency to run away from dogs?
The answers to these questions will determine if your
cat is comfortable living with a dog and what canine
personality would be the best match for them.
If your cat is new to dogs, then it’s helpful to find out if
the dog you’re interested in adding to your family has any
experiences with cats.
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Regardless of past history, it is essential that you take
introductions of cats and dogs slowly and provide proper
management. This is just as true for dogs that have
previously lived with cats, as it is with dogs that have
an unknown history living with cats. For more tips on
introducing a cat and dog, please see this article from
StubbyDog:
http://stubbydog.org/2012/01/dog-cat-introductions/
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CAN I ADOPT A PIT BULL IF I HAVE ANOTHER DOG?
WHAT ABOUT DOGS THAT ARE THE SAME SEX?
Yes. The key to creating a happy multi-dog household is
knowing your dog and finding the right match for them.
All dogs are individuals. While some dogs will happily
hang out with all dogs, there are a rare few that will not
get along with any other dogs. The majority of adult dogs
fall some where in between those two extremes. Some
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(continued on next page)

A D O P T I O N

CAN I ADOPT A PIT BULL IF I HAVE A CAT?
Dogs and cats have individual personalities, so finding the
right match for both animals is essential to their future
relationship.

dogs prefer housemates of the opposite gender, while
others are comfortable with the same gender. And
some dogs like to play with other dogs, but would
prefer not to live with them.
With that in mind, it’s important to know the dog you
currently have and understand what he likes in his
friends, before you begin your search.
Before deciding you want a multiple dog home you
may want to read Feeling Out Numbered by Patricia McConnell. Once you have chosen a dog, be sure to take
your time with introductions. Check out this link from
Our Pack for some helpful hints:
http://www.ourpack.org/dogdogintros.html
CAN I ADOPT A PIT BULL IF I
HAVE KIDS?
Yes, kids and dogs are individuals.
The best way to create a good
match between a dog and your
child is to know your children
and understand what works
best for them. Once you determine your child’s needs, you can
search for a dog that would be a good match.
Interactions between dogs and children should always
be supervised, starting at day one.
For more information about choosing the right dog
for your family, and creating safe, happy relationships
between dogs and children, please see this interview
with founder of Family Paws Parent Education Jennifer
Dawson Shryock:
https://animalfarmfoundation.wordpress.com/2013/06/
26/kids-dogs-jennifer-shryock/

CAN I ADOPT A PIT BULL IF I LIVE IN AN APARTMENT?
Yes, if your landlord permits. Visit our Resources for
Dog Owners section for tips on renting with your dog.
CAN I ADOPT A PIT BULL IF I’VE NEVER OWNED A
DOG BEFORE?
Yes. Everyone was a first time dog owner at some time
in their lives! To find the right dog for your family, know
what you want in a dog and seek out that personality.
Look for a dog that suits your lifestyle as it is now, not
as you might wish it to be. For example, if you already
enjoy daily vigorous exercise, such as running, then find
a dog that will enjoy that lifestyle with you. If you are
a couch potato and love to stay home and watch
movies, consider adopting a lower key “pit bull” dog.
Be honest about what you like
to do, then find the dog that
matches your lifestyle.
I’M NOT VERY ATHLETIC. HOW
MUCH EXERCISE DOES A PIT
BULL NEED?
Every dog will have different
exercise needs, so you’ll be
able to find a dog that fits your
lifestyle. Talk to the people that work with the dogs at
your shelter or rescue. Be honest about your lifestyle
and let them help you find a “pit bull” dog that has a
similar energy level.
WHY ARE THERE SO MANY PIT BULLS UP FOR ADOPTION AT MY LOCAL SHELTER?
Since “pit bull” isn’t a breed and because there is no
agreed upon definition of what makes a dog a “pit bull”,
there are many dogs that are labeled pit bull. Shelters
are forced to assign a label, but what they choose isn’t
always accurate. Of course, some shelters do see
a larger population of pure bred American Pit Bull
(continued on next page)

Terriers and American Staffordshire Terriers. This
may be due to many reasons, such as the popularity
of those breeds in your
community and local breeders.
It is most important to know
that even though many dogs
are assigned the label “pit bull”,
it doesn’t mean they are genetically or behaviorally similar or
that you can predict a dog’s behavior based on that label. All
dogs, no matter what their
breed or breed mix, are individuals. Visit our FAQs
about Labels for more information.
ARE THE PIT BULLS IN SHELTERS FROM FIGHTING
RINGS?
No. Despite the hype, dog fighting is not common.
The overwhelming majority of “pit bull” dogs in the
shelters were not bred by or abused by the people
who fight dogs. They might be there due to overpopulation, owner surrender (because of moving, divorce,
financial stress, etc), or other common reasons that all
dogs might find themselves in a shelter.

WILL MY PIT BULL TURN ON ME WHEN HE’S NO
LONGER A PUPPY?
No. This is a myth. Dogs, no
matter what breed or breed
mix, do not suddenly turn.
However, puppy behavior does
not determine adult behavior.
All dogs, regardless of breed or
breed mix, mature into adults
and with that often come
behavior changes – just like with
people and other living beings.
As your dog matures, watch for any changes in
behavior and address them as they come up. Most
behavior issues are fixable or manageable, if addressed
in an appropriate manner.

However, dogs that have been rescued from cruelty
situations, such as dog fighting, are still individuals and
will recover from their past mistreatment in different
manners. Being a victim of cruelty will not determine
how a dog will act once they are in a home.

HOW DO I SOCIALIZE MY PIT BULL WITH OTHER
DOGS?
“Pit bull” dogs will all have individual personalities and
therefore their tolerance for other dogs will differ. If
your dog is an adult, it helps to figure out his personal
play style – does he like to wrestle or chase? Does he
prefer gentle play or is he a rough and tumble guy?
Matching dogs with similar play styles will help set
up successful, fun friendships. If your dog is not
comfortable playing with other dogs or needs more
structure, consider socializing him in a more controlled
setting, like a training class, a dog walking club, or on
parallel leashed dog walks with friends.

Shelters and rescues will have information on dogs
rescued from cruelty situations, so their past will not
be hidden from adopters. More importantly, the staff
and volunteers will be able to share how the dogs are
doing now that they are being cared for with compassion.

If your dog is a puppy, teach him to enjoy dogs of
different sizes, shapes and styles. This can often be
done through a puppy socialization class. Make sure
you do not put your puppy with dogs that are not
appropriate.

(continued on next page)

DO PIT BULLS NEED TO BE TRAINED USING FORCE?
No dog needs to be trained using force. “Pit bull” dogs,
like all other dogs, learn through the consequences of
their actions. For example, if I sit, I get a cookie, but if
I jump up, then the people go away. Behaviors that are
highly reinforced with something the dog loves (like
food, toys, or attention from people) are more likely
to happen in the future. Behaviors that do not produce
those rewards are less likely to happen in the
future. You can learn more about positive reinforcement
training in our Training section.
Someone told me I need to be more “dominant” with
my pit bull, so he knows who the “alpha” is. Is that true?
No. What you need to be is consistent with your dog,
so that he knows what is expected of him. Ask him to
earn things that are important to him by sitting and
waiting patiently. Reinforce good behaviors and you will
have a well balanced dog.

MY PIT BULL GOT INTO A SCUFFLE WITH ANOTHER
DOG. DOES THIS MEAN HE’S NO LONGER SAFE TO
LIVE WITH?
Dogs scuffle for many different reasons. A negative
interaction with another dog is in no way an accurate
or reliable predictor for how dogs will react to people
or even to other dogs. It’s important to try to understand what might have caused the altercation. To do
this, make a list of what happened before and after the
incident. To prevent it from happening again in the
future, it’s a good idea to call a trainer or behaviorist
to help you sort through this and set your dog up
for future success. If the dogs in your home are not
getting along, it’s important that they are managed
properly (through crates, gates, and other space barriers)
and you seek help from a professional trainer or
behaviorist.

